
HTTP Falcon Classic API Documentation

URL Root

The root URL for the service is https://eegcloud.tv/falcon/api/v1/streams.

Authentication

Every API request must include the EEG Cloud login credentials of the user on behalf of which the request is

being made. Credentials should be formatted according to HTTP basic authentication.

API Methods

List Falcon Streams

Query the list of existing Falcon streams that have been created by all users in your billing group.

Returns a list of stream representations corresponding to the billing group's existing streams.

GET https://eegcloud.tv/falcon/api/v1/streams

Example Response

{ 
  "streams": [ 
    { 
      "stream_credentials": { 
        "StreamFormat": "YouTube", 
        "PostURL": "http://upload.youtube.com/closedcaption?
key=yt_qc&itag=120&expire=1467397511&signature=C565662330F651B519D49815F0760CDC21
ED7E27", 
        "NumLines": "1", 
        "TestGeneration": "yes" 
      }, 
      "stream_data": { 
        "status": "StatusMsg = 18:45:26 - startup\niCapMsg = iCap connection 
ready\n", 
        "start_time": 1475174726.0, 
        "state": "Running", 
        "falconID": "UVH5RJ3NOQAYBHC6" 
      }, 
      "icap_credentials": { 
        "captioner_company": "EEG", 
        "accesscode": "public_refactor4", 
        "IcapUsername": "mhzRSIs6O7KhSR3W" 
      } 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_access_authentication#Client_side


    }, 
    { 
      "stream_credentials": { 
        "StreamFormat": "YouTube", 
        "PostURL": "http://upload.youtube.com/closedcaption?
key=yt_qc&itag=120&expire=1467397511&signature=C565662330F651B519D49815F0760CDC21
ED7E27", 
        "NumLines": "2", 
        "TestGeneration": "no" 
      }, 
      "stream_data": { 
        "status": "StatusMsg = 15:43:12 - startup\niCapMsg = iCap connection 
ready\n", 
        "start_time": 1475077392.0, 
        "state": "Running", 
        "falconID": "COAKQ7DFWA3IVG3S" 
      }, 
      "icap_credentials": { 
        "icap_share_company": "EEG", 
        "IcapUsername": "tZToCO8gHtjDVMSG" 
      } 
    } 
  ] 
} 

Create a Falcon Stream

Create a new Falcon stream using the supplied configuration data and add it to the list of existing streams.

Returns the falconID corresponding to the newly created stream.

POST https://eegcloud.tv/falcon/api/v1/streams

The request body should contain a JSON representation of the desired Falcon configuration.

Required Body Parameters

Parameter Name Description Values

streaming_service
The name of the streaming service to send

captions to

YouTube | Wowza | UVault | Zoom

| Word

post_url
The caption ingest url provided by the

streaming service

Conditionally Required Body Parameters

Parameter Name Description



Parameter Name Description

captioner_company
The iCap Company name of the agency that will be sending captions to the

stream. Required if accesscode is specified

accesscode

Value for an iCap accesscode to be created and shared with the specified

captioner_company (as well as additional_company, if specified). Required if

icap_share_company is not specified

icap_share_company
An iCap Company name that the created Falcon encoder user will be shared with.

Required if accesscode is not specified

Optional Body Parameters

Parameter Name Description Values

streamID
Connection ID parameter associated with the video stream. Needed

when using HTTP authentication with Wowza or UVault

stream_password
Password associated with the video stream. Needed when using HTTP

authentication with Wowza or UVault

icap_audio_username
iCap "username" of the iCap audio encoder if audio is being supplied by

the Falcon audio companion desktop application

num_lines

Some video players can simulate the appearance of rollup captions by

duplicating the number of times a line of caption text appears in a single

message. This parameter represents the number of times caption lines

should be duplicated

1 - 4

PostDelay
A value in seconds to delay the captions. This option is designed to

improve synchronization with the video when captions are arriving early
1 - 10

TestGeneration
Set to "yes" to enable a caption test message that will be continuously

output until a source of live captions first begins over iCap

yes |

no

additional_company

The iCap Company name of another agency (in addition to

captioner_company) to share the accesscode with. Only allowed if

accesscode is specified

Example Response

{ 
  "falconID": "UVH5RJ3NOQAYBHC6" 
} 



Check the Status of a Falcon Stream

Query the configuration and status information of an individual Falcon stream.

Returns a representation of the stream corresponding to the supplied falconID.

GET https://eegcloud.tv/falcon/api/v1/streams/<falconID>/status

Example Response

{ 
  "stream_credentials": { 
    "StreamFormat": "YouTube", 
    "PostURL": "http://upload.youtube.com/closedcaption?
key=yt_qc&itag=120&expire=1467397511&signature=C565662330F651B519D49815F0760CDC21
ED7E27", 
    "NumLines": "1", 
    "TestGeneration": "yes" 
  }, 
  "stream_data": { 
    "status": "StatusMsg = 18:45:26 - startup\niCapMsg = iCap connection 
ready\n", 
    "start_time": 1475174726.0, 
    "state": "Running", 
    "falconID": "UVH5RJ3NOQAYBHC6" 
  }, 
  "icap_credentials": { 
    "captioner_company": "EEG", 
    "accesscode": "public_refactor4", 
    "IcapUsername": "mhzRSIs6O7KhSR3W" 
  } 
} 

Terminate a Running Falcon Stream

Request that a Falcon stream be terminated.

Returns a representation of the stream being terminated.

POST https://eegcloud.tv/falcon/api/v1/streams/<falconID>/terminate

Example Response

{ 
  "stream_credentials": { 
    "StreamFormat": "YouTube", 



    "PostURL": "http://upload.youtube.com/closedcaption?
key=yt_qc&itag=120&expire=1467397511&signature=C565662330F651B519D49815F0760CDC21
ED7E27", 
    "NumLines": "1", 
    "TestGeneration": "yes" 
  }, 
  "icap_credentials": { 
    "captioner_company": "EEG", 
    "accesscode": "public_refactor4", 
    "IcapUsername": "mhzRSIs6O7KhSR3W" 
  }, 
  "stream_data": { 
    "status": "StatusMsg = 18:45:26 - startup\niCapMsg = iCap connection 
ready\n", 
    "start_time": 1475174726, 
    "state": "Terminating", 
    "falconID": "UVH5RJ3NOQAYBHC6" 
  } 
} 

HTTP Error Codes

In the event that the service encounters an error it will return a response with an appropriate HTTP status code

and a body with an explanation in the message field.

Status
Code

Name Likely Explanation

400 Bad Request A required parameter was not included with the request or was malformatted

401 Unauthorized The supplied Basic authentication credentials were invalid

403 Forbidden
The supplied user does not have an active falcon subscription or has an active

falcon subscription but is trying to run too many instances simultaneously

404 Not Found A URL was malformed, or the supplied falconID does not exist

500
Internal

Server Error

Network issues or overutilization prevented communication with the upstream

Falcon server

Example Error response

{ 
    "message": "Failed to find instance with ID fake_id_here" 
} 


